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A multi-valued mapping of a reflexive real Banach space into its subspace is a 
metric projection for a suitable equivalent norm iff it has non-empty closed convex 
values, is norm-to-weak upper semi-continuous, and is semi-linear. As an applica- 
tion of this characterization we prove that, given an infinite-dimensional subspace 
of codimension at least two in a reflexive space, there exists an equivalent norm 
such that the subspace is Chebyshev but the metric projection is not continuous. 
c 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let M be a closed subspace of a real normed linear space X. A multi- 
valued mapping P: X+ 2-t{ is called a metric projection after renorrning if 
there exists an equivalent norm 111. I!1 on X such that P is equal to the metric 
projection onto M in (X, !II. I I ). 
In his interesting paper [2], A. L. Brown gave a characterization of 
metric projections after renorming in the case of finite-dimensional X. The 
present paper is devoted to the investigation of metric projections after 
renorming in infinite-dimensional spaces. 
In Section 1 we give a characterization of parts (i.e., multi-valued selec- 
tions) of metric projections after renorming. The main result of this paper 
is contained in Section 2. Theorem 2.6 asserts that, if X is reflexive, 
P: X+ 2” is a metric projection after renorming if and only if it has non- 
empty closed convex values, it is norm-to-weak upper semi-continuous, 
and semi-linear with respect to M (see Definition 1.1(i) j. As an application 
of this result we prove in Section 3 that, given an infinite-dimensional sub- 
space of codimension greater than one, a reflexive Banach space can be 
equivalently renormed so that the subspace be Chebyshev and the metric 
projection be not continuous (Theorem 3.4). Till now, there have been 
known only several examples of subspaces in reflexive spaces with discon- 
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tinuotis metric projections [I, 7, 5, 81. all of them deaiing with a suitable 
renorming of I,. Our result states that such an example provides any 
subspace (with trivial exceptions) of any infinite-dimensional reflexive 
space (after a suitable renorming). 
Let us state some notations and definitions. For a multi-va!ued mapping 
P:X-+2-” we shall denote D(P)={xEX; P(x)+@) (the domaiti oE D) 
and we shall often write P(x) = y instead of P(x j = {J 1. We shah say that 
P is a part of Q: X+ 2~‘4 if P(x) c Q(x) for any x E X. 
P is calied norm-to-weak upper semi-coiziiEuous ((n - xi zc) if for any 
x E X and any weakly open set V with P(x j c V there exists an open (in the 
norm topology) neighborhood C of x with P( C-j c k: 
We Shail denote by x;M the quotient space: by Q;, the quotient 
mapping X+-+X + M, and &- = (f~ X*; S(m) = 0 for any !X E :Wi. The 
meirir projection of X onto M is the multi-valued mapping which sends 
each point .X E X to the set of best approximations (nearest points j to .X in M 
The subspace M is called prosiminai if each point of X lies in the domain 
of the metric projection onto M. If in addition the metric projection is 
single-valued then M is called Chebyshec. 
Ti?e duali::: mcpping on X is the mapping J: X-t 2”“* defined by 4x) = 
(f’~ X*: f(~) = Il.fli . ilxl and ,lfll = 11.~ [ ]. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem 
D(J) = X. It is a weil-known fact that J is (n-wjusc in reflexive spaces, The 
norm on X is smooth (FrPchet smoorir, resp.) if the duality mapping J is 
single-valued (singie-valued and continuous, resp. j. 
A closed aftine subset A of X is tangent to a convex set K at a point .Y 
if .u~Kn A c ZK, where i?K is the boundary of K. 
All (normed) linear spaces in this paper are real. 
1. PARTS OF METRIC PROJECTIOX AFTER RESORMIKG 
DEFINITIOS 1.1. Let :M be a subspace of a linear space X, P: X -+ 2”. 
(i j P is called semi-linear lvith respect ?o M (w.r.t. 34) if 
P(k.y + m j = kP(x) + m, whenever .i- E WI u E X. ~2 E 34. 
(ii) The mapping P determines another mapping p: X -+ 2.“, defined 
by 
P(x) = (j f (P’(t.u+u)-u)= u j.Py:s+:u)-u. 
c f 0, u E 34 r z 0. u t .I4 
where P’(s)= P(x) for XEX”:,M, P’(x)= P(x)i: {x) for XEM. 
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Remark 1.2. (a) If P is semi-linear w.r.t. MT then P(m) = m for any 
nz E M by Definition 1.1(i). 
(b) It is clear that Pc~? and uIER.rEDCP, (tx+M)=D(~) if 
D(P) z 0. 
L~mr.4 1.3. Let M, X, P be as in Definition 1.1. Then the following are 
equicalent. 
(i) P is a part of a semi-linear (w.r.t. M) mapping S: X-+ 2”. 
(ii) P is semi-linear w.r.t. M. 
(iii) P(m) c {m) for any m EM. 
Moreotler, if the conditions above hold, P is the minimal semi-linear exten- 
sion of P. 
ProoJ (a) The implications (ii) * (i) * (iii) follow immediately from 
Remark 1.2. 
(b) Let (iii) hold. Then P’(m) = nz: and therefore also p(m) = m, for 
any nz E M. Let k E Ri.>, { 0 >, x E X, nz E 121. Then 
&kx+m)= u 
r+O.ucM 
f (P’(t(kx+m)+u)-u) 
= u 
I f 0, u E .t4 
k.k (P’(ktx+(tnz+u))-(tm+u))+m 
= k&x) + nz 
and the implication (iii) * (ii) is proved. 
(c) Let P be a part of a semi-linear mapping S. By (iii) and Remark 
1.2(b), also P’ is a part of S. Hence 
P(x)= u 
rZO.uE.44 
f (P’(tx+u)-u) 
c u f (S(tx+u)-u)=S(x) 
f f 0. u E M 
by the semi-linearity of S. 1 
Now we are prepared to characterize parts of metric projections after 
renorming. 
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THEOREM 1.4. Let M be a closed linear subspace C$ a wrmed /mea: 
space X and* let P: X+ 2.“. Then the following assertions u”re eqtikaiezt. 
ii) P is a part of a metric projection qfter renorming. 
(ii j F is a part of a semi-linear (w.r.t M) mappkg which is /o,ca!$ 
bounded at the origin, and D(P) is in the domain of a metric projection &er 
relzorming. 
and D(P) is in the domain of a metric projection after rerzorming. 
ProoJ (a) E.ach metric projection onto 44 is semi-linear w.r.t. M and 
locaily bounded at the origin (see, e.g., [6] j. This proves (i) * (ii j. 
(b) The equivalence (ii)o (iii) follows from Lemma 1.3 and from the 
easy fact that the condition (1) is equivalent to the iota! boundedness of -6 
at the origin. 
(c) Let P satisfy (ii) and let I .i/ be an equivalent norm on X such 
that D(P) c D(x), where rr: X+ 2” is the metric projection in (X, 1;. li ). 
The semi-linearity of rr, together with Remark 1,2(b), implies D(Pj c D(n). 
Denote by B the unit ball in (X, 11. I ) and put Z= ZBr, x-‘(O), 
K, = (1;2) B u (I- P)(C), K= Co Kg. The set K is closed and convex, and 
0 E int K. p is locally bounded at 0 because of its minimality among all 
semi-linear extensions of P (Lemma 1.3). Hence, by the homogeneity of x6* 
it is bounded on bounded sets. Therefore K is aiso bounded and symmetric. 
This shows that K is the unit ball for an equivalent norm /I; ~/I on X. 
Let XE Z be arbitrary. Then !Ix- nzl; > i/x - xr(s)ii = 1::~ I = 1 for any 
ME M. Thus the aftine space x+ A4 is tangent to B at x. By the 
Hahn-Banach Theorem, there exists f e J(x j n M-, where J is the duality 
mapping in (X, !I . II ). Now 
f(x-B(x))=f(x)= 1, f(<-&))=f(<)< 1 for any < EC. 
f(y)<; for any YE ;B. 
These facts imply that f-'( I), and hence also x + M$ is tangent to K at the 
points of x - P(x). In other words: P(X) c E(x j for x E C, where it: X-+ 2 LE 
is the metric projection in (A’: il . jl ). 
NOW let IE X be arbitrary. If XE (X\D(Pjj a M then ciearly 
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~(x)ejt(.x). If .xED(~)\J~~ then (x-n(x)) lx--n(,~)ll~’ is a subset of Z‘, 
and hence 
B(x)=P 1:x-lr(x):l. ( l,; I ;I:; I + 44) 
= lb-ill B( ,=I;;;;,>+74x, 
= lb - N*~)II ,(l,:~:i:i,l)+,cx,=acx,, (2) 
because p and 7? are semi-linear w.r.t. M. We have proved that 
P(x) c P(x) c E(x) for any x E X, where it is a metric projection after 
renorming. 1 
Let us note that the idea of how to defines the needed equivalent norm 
is due to A. L. Brown [2], who used it in R”. 
2. METRIC PROJECTIOXS AFTER RENORIMING 
DEFINTION 2.1. Let A be a subset of a normed linear space X. We shall 
say that an f~ X* strongly exposes A at a point x E A, if f(x) = supf(A), 
and x, -+ x whenever lim f(xn) =f(s) and s,, E A. 
First we shall state an equivalence of two geometric conditions. Since it 
is not substantial for further results, we omit the straightforward proof, 
which uses only the identification of (x/M)* with Ml and the following 
theorem of Holmes. 
THEOREM 2.2 [6]. Let II: X+ 2” be the metric projection of a normed 
linear space X onto a Chebyshec subspace M. Then 7~ is continuous iff the 
restriction to C= dBn n-‘(O) of the quotient mapping Qlw is a 
homeomorphism onto the unit sphere in X/M. (B denotes the unit ball in X.) 
LEMMA 2.3. Let M be a proximinal subspace of a normed linear space X. 
Let n: X + 2” be the metric projection onto M and let .E = ZB n n-‘(O), 
where B is the unit ball in X. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) For any XE 1: there exists an f E J(x) n Ml which strongly 
exposes .Z at x. 
(ii) M is Cheb}.shev with 71 continuous and the unit sphere in X:‘:M is 
strongly exposed at each of its points. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let M be a (closed) proximinal subspace of a nornzed 
/ineal space X and let 71 be the metric projection onto M. Let the cozditkx 
(i) (or (ii): equicalentl~) of L enma 2.3 be satijfed. Let P: X + 2.“’ sati.$! rhe 
properties 
(i) P(s) is non-ernpt>3, closed, and comes $o~ a@!. x E X, 
(ii) P is (n-w) USC, 
(iii j P is sei~~i-linear w.r.t. M. 
Then P is a metric projection after renorming. 
ProojI (a) First observe that the homogeneity of P and its norm- 
to-weak upper semi-continuity at 0 imply its local boundedness at 0. 
Therefore there exists a positive constant L such that 
again by the homogeneity of P. 
Using the notation of Lemma 2.3, define K, = (1:2)B v (!- P)(Z). 
K= C6 K,. As in the proof of Theorem 1.4, K is the unit ball for some 
equivalent norm i I ./I on X and P is a part of ii, where 6 is the metric 
projection onto M in (X, Jij .]I: j. 
In order to prove the opposite inclusion E c P, it is sufficient to prove 
In fact, (4) implies 
whenever I E X\M. (We have used the fact that the distance of a point of 
Z from M in (I, !I). I))) is equal to 1.) 
(b) Let .Y E C be arbitrary and let fe J(X) n ML expose C strongly at 
X. Suppose that ZE (x + M) n K is such that z$=c- P(x). The 
Hahn-Banach Theorem gives the existence cf a g E X* such that I/g:! = ! 
and g(z) > s := sup g(-u - P(x)). Put E = (g(L) - 3)/3. The mapping I- P is 
(n-w)usc,hencethereexistsad>Osuchthat5-P(~jcg~’((-~IsIE)j 
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whenever :I< --xl] < A. This, together with the strong exposing of C by f at 
X, ensures the existence of a ~5 > 0 with the property 
5-P(g)cg~‘((-~,s+E)), whenever 4 E 2 and 1 -f(t) < 6. (5) 
There exists a sequence (i”} c co K. converging to z. It is possible to 
write 
kin) 
f = j.g(+. b”) + C j-y. (<r-p”), 
i= 1 
where 
Now 3.; ---) 0, because 
1 =f(x) =f(z) = lim f(Y) 
k(n) 
(i-;/2) f(b”)+ C ;I;f(<:) 
i=l > 
( 
k(n) 
d lim inf iv;/2 + C A? 
i=l > 
= lim inf( 1 - &J/2) < lim sup( 1 - j.;1/2) < 1. 
Putting b,, = (1 -f(9))“‘, we have 6, -+ 0 and hence 6,, < 6 for n > no. Let 
us denote 
I,, = { 4 2, ..‘, 44), A,= {id,; l-f(g;)>ds,j. (6) 
For any N E Y, 
(.6,)2=1-f(~n)=/d;f(l-f(b”)/2)+ 1 hy(l-f(ty)) 
is In 
Thus xi, A, 1.; < 6,,. 
Let Nan,. Then, by (3), (5), and (6), 
g(F) = (i.;;!‘2) g(b”) + c E.; g(5; -p;) 
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This implies g(Y) < s + 2s = g(z) - E for sufficiently large K. But this is in 
contradiction with zn + z. 1 
Renza& 2.5. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 2.4, that the unit 
ball of the required equivalent norm couid be defined by R= 
E(rB u (I- P)(Z) with an arbitrary 2 E (0, 1). 
As an easy consequence of Theorem 2.4 we get the main resu!t of the 
present paper. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let M be a closed subspace of a rejlexice Banach space X 
and let P: A’-+ 2.“. Then P is a metric prqjecttorl aj*ter renaming if ao?id on!; 
if P has nosenzpty closed comex values and P I. P (n-w)wc and senh%eai 
ir.r.?. 34. 
ProoJ: Necessity. Let P be the metric projection onto iti in (rC; :I. ). It 
is easy and well known that P has non-empty closed convex values and P 
is semi-linear w.r.t. M. Suppose P is not (n-w)usc at a point x. There exist 
a weakly open set W and sequences (x,,} c X and { J’~,) c :M: such that 
P(x) c WF x,, + x and J*,! E P(x,,)\ W. The sequence i J:,, > is bounded since 
// yn - 3~1: d !I ~7~ - x,J + 11.x, -x 1 = dist(x,,, M) + /lx,, - .xj,. Using wea4 
compactness, we can suppose that >:n converge weakly to some J:: without 
any loss of generality. Clearly J' E M and 11.x - ~1: < lim inf !/xl! - .F,J = 
lim inf dist(x,, , $1) = dist(x, M). Thus 1~ E P(.Y ) c IVY which is in contradic- 
tion with J,, 4: W. 
Sufficiency. By the Trojanski Renorming Theorem (see [?I ), we can 
suppose that X is equipped with a locally uniformly convex norm. Then the 
unit ball B of X is strongly exposed at any point x E ?B by any Fuji 
Consequentfy, the condition (i) of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied with any 
f~ J(x) n M - (such an J* exists by the HahnBanach Theorem ). Clearly M 
is proximinal since X is reflexive. By Theorem 2.4, P is a metric projection 
after renorming. 1 
3. DISCO\JTINLOUS METRIC PROJECTIONS 
In this section, the characterization of metric projections after renorming 
(Theorem 2.6) is applied to the existence of discontinuous single-valued 
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metric projections onto subspaces of a reflexive space after a suitable 
renorming. 
We begin with some lemmas. The first of them is a consequence of 
C. Franchetti’s “(H)-property destroying method.” 
LEMMA 3.1 [4]. Ecery reflexice infinite-dimensional Banach space has 
an equicalent smooth norm which is not Frtchet smooth. 
LEMMA 3.2. Ecery Banach space has an equicalent norm: such that its 
unit ball is strongly exposed at some point by some element of the dual. 
Proof. Let B be the unit ball of a Banach space X. Take any x E ZB and 
f~ J(X). Then the set K= C?T(B u ( -2.x, 2.x)) is the unit ball of some equiv- 
alent norm on X. It is elementary to see that K is strongly exposed at 2.x 
by.f I 
LEMMA 3.3. Let X be a Banach space with dim X> 2 and let Y be a 
reflexice injmite-dimensional Banach space. Then there exists a mapping 
F: X + Y which is homogeneous and norm-to-weak continuous, but F is not 
continuous in norm topologies. 
ProoJ: (a) By Lemma 3.1: there exists an equivalent norm on Y*, 
which is smooth but not Frechet smooth. Then the duality mapping J* on 
Y* is single-valued, has its values in Y, is norm-to-weak continuous, but 
is not continuous. Note that J* is homogeneous. There exists a sequence 
{ g,z) c Y* such that 11 g,!I = 1, g,, + g, E Y* and J*( g,) do not converge to 
J*( g,) in norm. 
(b) Consider an equivalent norm il.11 on X such that its unit ball B 
is strongly exposed at some point X,,E ZB by some f~ X*, !Ifl = 1 
(Lemma 3.2). Define a continuous mapping cp: [ - 1, l] + Y by the 
properties 
for nEN: 
cpisaffineon[O, 1;2]andoneach[$,~];nE~; 
v(t) = -cp( - t) for tE[-l,O]. 
Then the mapping h: ZB + Y*, h(x) = cp(f(x)), is bounded, continuous, 
and odd. Hence the mapping H: X-, Y*, defined by 
H(O) = 0, w.4 = I-4 11 & 
( > 
for s#O, 
is continuous and homogeneous. 
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(c) Put F= J* c H. Then F is a homogeneous and n.orm-to-weak GOP 
tinuous mapping of X into Y. It remains to show that F is not continuous. 
For any !I E N choose an s, E 2B with fix,,) = E;(R + 1 ! (its existence % 
assured by the connectedness of ZB). Since S strongly exposes R at .xD9 we 
have x,, -+ x0. 
F(x,,)=J*H(x,)=J*(rp(l)j=J*(g,). 
It follows that F(xn) do not converge to F(x,). and hence F is m: 
continuous at x0. [ 
THEOREM 3.4. Let M be a closed subspace of a reflexice Banach space X. 
If codim M> 1 and M is infinite-dimensional~ rhen there exists ali eqxkaieeizt 
norm 011 X such that M is Chebyshec arzd the metric projertion onto M is :oi 
continuous. 
Proo$ Let /I . Ij be an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm on X 
(see [3]). Then the metric projection n onto 44 is single-valued and coc- 
tinuous. By Lemma 3.3, there exists a mapping F: X’M-+ M which is 
homogeneous, norm-to-weak continuous and not continuous. De52e 
P=F=Q,if+x> where QM is the quotient mapping. Clearly, P is 
homogeneous and norm-to-weak continuous. P is also semi-linear w.r.1. M, 
because 
= P(x) + m for .Y E X. M t M. 
By Theorem 2.6, P is a metric projection after renorming. It remains IC 
show that P is not continuous. 
Take 5, E x;M such that <, -+ 5 E X,M but F(<,,) do no? converge to 
F(z). Denote by q the restriction on ~~‘(9) on Q.w~ Then, by Holmes” 
theorem (Theorem 2.2): q is a homeomorphism of ~~‘(0) onto X,%. Then 
the points x,! = qP1(<,lj converge to the poinr x = y-‘(<.I, but P(x,,) = F(c,!j 
do not converge to P(x)= F(t). This shows that P is not continuous 
at x. 1 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let M be a closed subspace qf a rej?exire Banach 
space. Then M is the range of a discontinuous single-cahed’ metric proj’ectio?: 
after renorming: if and only if M is irzfinite-a’inzensiona! and :ti is not a 
hlperp:‘nne in X. 
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ProoJ: The assertion is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.4 and of the 
well-known fact that metric projections onto Chebyshev finite-dimensional 
subspaces or onto Chebyshev hyperplanes in a reflexive space are 
continuous. 1 
Considering Brown’s example [l], it is natural to ask the following 
Problem. Does there exist an equivalent norm from Theorem 3.4 which 
would be in addition strictly convex? 
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